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KEY=MADSEN - LANE MARQUEZ
Falling For Her Fiance An Accidentally in Love Novel Entangled: Bliss Danielle and Wes have been best friends since
college, so when Wes needs a date for his sister's wedding and Dani needs a partner for her company's retreat, they
devise the perfect plan: a fake engagement to get through both events unscathed. Adrenaline-junkie Wes can prove to
both his ex and his family that he's well and truly moved on, and serious-minded Dani can prove to her boss that she's
worthy of the promotion he seems to only want to give to a family-oriented employee. But amid the fake swoons, fake
kisses, and forced proximity, neither expects the very real feelings that develop. There's nothing more dangerous than
falling for your best friend...but what if the landing is worth the fall? Each book in the Accidentally in Love series is
STANDALONE: * Falling for Her Fiance * Act Like You Love Me * An Oﬃcer and a Rebel (novella) * Resisting the Hero
Resisting the Hero An Accidentally in Love Novel Entangled: Bliss Faith Fitzpatrick isn't looking for a hero. Burned one
too many times in the past, she's now sworn them oﬀ completely. And when her brother's best friend, Connor,
convinces him to join the dangerous SWAT team, Faith has never been more anti-hero. What's wrong with having a
safe job? There's nothing safe about Connor. Conﬁdent, sexy, and sporting a six-pack that should be illegal, he's
everything she doesn't want. When his best friend's sister moves to town, local cop Connor Maguire knows he's in
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trouble. Faith is feisty, funny, and talks trash like nobody's business. She's also his partner's sister—and so totally oﬀ
limits. Working on the Fall Festival together, they agree to a truce and become friends. But the more time Connor
spends with Faith, the more he's willing to risk the wrath of her brother. If he could only convince her to take a risk on
him, too. Each book in the Accidentally in Love series is STANDALONE: * Falling for Her Fiance * Act Like You Love Me *
An Oﬃcer and a Rebel (novella) * Resisting the Hero Act Like You Love Me An Accidentally in Love Novel Entangled:
Bliss Brynn McAdams isn't the awkward geek she was in high school—she's grown up and conﬁdent, or at least she
tries to be. But when her old crush, the impossibly handsome and impossibly unattainable Sawyer Raines, comes back
to town to direct her community play, Brynn ﬁnds herself determined to be the glamorous girl she knows he'd want,
not the shy girl he doesn't even recognize. Good thing she's an excellent actress. After his bad breakup in NYC, the last
thing Sawyer wants is to get involved with another actress. But the poised and beautiful Brynn draws him in, even
though as her director, he knows she's oﬀ-limits. The few glimpses he gets of the goofy, carefree Brynn just makes her
feel...familiar. Like home. As Brynn's lies start to snowball, she struggles to stop acting and come clean. But what if
Sawyer is already falling for the fake Brynn, not the Brynn she truly is? Each book in the Accidentally in Love series is
STANDALONE: * Falling for Her Fiance * Act Like You Love Me * An Oﬃcer and a Rebel (novella) * Resisting the Hero
Until You're Mine Entangled: Embrace Ways to screw up the MMA comeback I've been working so hard on: 1. Check out
my trainer's little sister in front of him, which gets me hit in the head 2. Make excuses to stay at the gym afterhours so
I can watch her face scrunch up while she balances the books 3. Forget that she's leaving at the end of the summer
and we're supposed to be sticking to just friends 4. Get caught making out with her, earning even more hellacious
training sessions, along with a warning to stay away 5. Switch my focus to proving I won't stop ﬁghting until she's
mine Each book in the Fighting for Her series is STANDALONE: * Until You're Mine * Until We're More Hope on the
Range Sourcebooks, Inc. An adorable cowboy romance from USA Today bestselling author Cindi Madsen featuring fanfavorite tropes: Friends to lovers The girl next door Brady Dawson grew up running the Turn Around Ranch with his
parents and his brothers. The Turn Around oﬀers safety and rehabilitation for troubled teens, and doesn't leave a lot of
downtime, so it's lucky his best friend is the girl next door, Tanya Greer. Everyone tries to label them as more than
friends, but they've never crossed that line. Well, except that one time... Tanya's family's dude ranch isn't attracting a
crowd anymore in their small town. Tanya would love to turn the ranch around as a summer riding camp for city kids,
but her parents refuse to consider her idea. They still seem to think of Tanya as a kid herself. So when they get an
oﬀer from a slick businessman, it looks like they're going to sell. And when Tanya is oﬀered a well-paying job in the
city, she knows it's time to forget her dreams for the ranch, and her hopes of being more than friends with Brady.
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Brady doesn't want Tanya to go, but he doesn't want to hold her back either. The thought of losing Tanya has Brady
rethinking everything. He realizes he'd better take his own advice, cowboy up, and confess his feelings. He only hopes
it isn't already too late. Crazy Pucking Love Entangled: Embrace I just met the girl of my dreams. Megan Davenport is
funny and smart, and she’s as much of an insomniac as I am. She’s also my team captain’s little sister, which I only
found out after our passionate kiss. Megan is completely oﬀ-limits—her brother makes that very clear—and I know
better than to think I can keep a relationship going during hockey season anyway. But that doesn’t mean we can’t be
late-night friends, right? The only problem is, love makes you do crazy things, like breaking all the rules. Each book in
the Taking Shots series is STANDALONE: * Getting Lucky Number Seven * Anatomy of a Player * Crazy Pucking Love *
Confessions of a Former Puck Bunny The Mistletoe Trap Entangled: Amara From the moment Julie sees her best friend,
Gavin, in the airport, it’s like no time at all has gone by instead of months and months. No matter how long they’ve
been apart, their relationship has always been steady, comfortable, and decidedly just friends. Even though their
meddling parents have hung what seems like unlimited amounts of mistletoe everywhere she goes this holiday season,
Julie knows some things will never change. Gavin is well-aware his family’s wanted him and Julie to get together since
forever, even though he’s been friend-zoned since they could talk—and he’s been happy to play that role. After all, as
the new starting quarterback for the San Antonio Mustangs, he’s got enough on his plate without adding romance to
the mix. But between playing elves in the holiday bazaar to nights spent one-on-one watching rom-coms or soaking in
their town’s hot springs, suddenly the “reverse parent trap” they’ve fallen into is actually starting to work. But this
could be one scheme where letting themselves get trapped might be way too dangerous. Each book in the Heart in the
Game series is STANDALONE: * The Wedding Deal * The Mistletoe Trap Anatomy of a Player Entangled: Embrace After
getting her heart broken by a player again, Whitney Porter is done with men. She's focusing on her future career and
her ﬁrst assignment at the college newspaper: Posing as a sports writer for an exposé on the extra perks jocks receive.
But Hudson Decker, the bad boy of the hockey team, is about to test her resolve. To keep herself from breaking her nosex rule with the temptingly tattooed athlete, she decides to use him for a side project: Anatomy of a Player, to help
Whitney—and women everywhere—spot a player, learn what makes him tick, and how to avoid falling for one. With his
life spiraling out of control, Hudson Decker's looking for a distraction. When his teammates bet him that he can't land
the gorgeous but prickly new reporter, he accepts the challenge, boasting he'll have her in bed by the end of the
semester. But Whitney is so much more than Hudson expected, and soon enough, he's in too deep. The last thing he
needs is another complication, but staying away isn't an option. One thing's for certain: this girl totally throws him oﬀ
his game. Each book in the Taking Shots series is STANDALONE: * Getting Lucky Number Seven * Anatomy of a Player *
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Crazy Pucking Love * Confessions of a Former Puck Bunny Cinderella Screwed Me Over Entangled: Select Darby Quinn
has a bone to pick with Cinderella. Burned one too many times by ex-boyfriends, Darby has lost all belief in the
happily-ever-after that the fairy-tale princess promised her. She's sworn oﬀ love, Prince Charmings, and happy endings
and she's happy about it. Really. Or at least she was...until she met Jake, her gorgeous neighbor and the manager of
her favorite restaurant. But Darby has rules about dating, ones she's culled from her years spent with so-called
"princes," and starting something with Jake would break all of them. Charming, fun, and unwilling to give up on her,
Jake doesn't ﬁt any of the proﬁles Darby has created from her case studies of ex-princes-gone-bad. Finally presented
with her own Prince Charming, can Darby take a chance on a happily-ever-after? Full of wit and sarcastic humor,
Cinderella Screwed Me Over by Cindi Madsen proves that sometimes the perfect love, like a perfect pair of shoes, is
just within your grasp. 12 Steps to Mr. Right Entangled: Select Contemporary "A refreshing, modern twist on love!
Madsen's smart and sexy banter had me hooked from page one – I never wanted it to end!" - Rachel Harris, NYT
bestselling author Dating coach Savannah Gamble is used to helping women ﬁnd their perfect Mr. Right. Through her
twelve-step program, anyone can ﬁnd happiness. Too bad she has so much trouble following her own rules. Speciﬁcally
Rule #2: Believe Mr. Right is out there. That’s her own dirty little secret, though. After Lincoln Wells—the original “one
who got away”—reenters her life, Savannah knows she has to stick to the rules and stay away from Linc if she ever
wants her own happily-ever-after. Even if the chemistry she has with Linc is oﬀ the charts, she knows that once a
commitmentphobe, always a commitmentphobe, and breaking her own rules puts her on the road to a broken
heart...no matter how much fun the ride might be... Just One of the Groomsmen Entangled: Amara Addison Murphy is
the funny friend, the girl you grab a beer with—the girl voted most likely to start her own sweatshirt line. And now that
one of her best guy friends is getting married, she’ll add “groomsman” to that list, too. She’ll get through this
wedding if it’s the last thing she does. Just don’t ask her to dive for any bouquet. When Tucker Crawford returns to his
small hometown, he expects to see the same old people, feel comfort in the same old things. He certainly doesn’t
expect to see the nice pair of bare legs sticking out from under the hood of a broken-down car. Certainly doesn’t
expect to feel his heart beat faster when he realizes they belong to one of his best friends. If he convinces Addie to
give him a chance, they could be electric...or their breakup could split their tight-knit group in two. Hiding the way he
feels from the guys through bachelor parties, cake tastings, and rehearsals is one thing. But just as Tucker realizes
that Addie truly could be the perfect woman for him—he was just too stupid to realize it—now she’s leaving to follow
her own dreams. He’s going to need to do a lot of compromising if he’s going to convince her to take a shot at forever
with him—on her terms this time. Each book in the Getting Hitched series is STANDALONE: * Just One of the
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Groomsmen * Always a Bridesmaid An Oﬃcer and a Rebel An Accidentally in Love Novella Entangled: Bliss The last
person police oﬃcer Nate Walsh expected to discover stranded in a snowstorm is his brother's ex—and former town
rebel—Kelsey Cooper. His complete opposite in every way, Kelsey's the girl he never allowed himself to want. But when
she agrees to stay with him until the storm passes, he deﬁnitely ﬁnds himself wanting the gorgeous, tattooed woman.
Too bad Nate's sure his brother is still in love with her... Kelsey had only meant to drive through her tiny hometown,
not end up spending time there. With a cop. But despite her issues with authority ﬁgures, even she can admit Mr.
Serious looks pretty hot in his uniform. Unfortunately, she's sworn oﬀ relationships—and she'll never be the girl for a
nice guy. Each book in the Accidentally in Love series is STANDALONE: * Falling for Her Fiance * Act Like You Love Me *
An Oﬃcer and a Rebel (novella) * Resisting the Hero Previously released as part of the Stranded with a Hero anthology.
Now available individually! Stranded with a Hero Entangled: Bliss Getting snowed in never felt so good as boundaries
are crossed, opposites attract, and friends discovering more promise a Christmas no one will ever forget. White-Hot
Holiday by Coleen Kwan Naomi's sworn oﬀ men like Aaron—rich, cocky, and dismissive of holiday traditions. Aaron
decided to spend Christmas in sunny Australia to avoid snowy New York, not to fall for the woman his best friend
warned him away from. But when a volcano grounds him, Aaron and Naomi's relationship becomes eruptive. An Oﬃcer
and a Rebel by Cindi Madsen The last person police oﬃcer Nate Walsh expected to discover in a snowstorm is his
brother's ex and former town rebel, Kelsey Cooper. She's his complete opposite and totally oﬀ-limits, but as they wait
out the storm together, all he can think is how he wishes she'd stay forever. Saving the Sheriﬀ by Roxanne Snopek
Frankie Sylva was determined to free the reindeer cruelly held for a holiday roadshow, even if it meant risking her own
life. Deputy Sheriﬀ Red LeClair set out to save a stranger in a snowstorm, never expecting he'd be the one to be
rescued. Now and Then A Dare to Love Novel Loveswept “Mira Lyn Kelly’s writing always sparkles,” raves Lauren
Layne, and Kelly does it again in Now and Then—a steamy short novel of lost love, second chances, and hidden
dangers. Brynn Ahearn is gorgeous, fun, and not just a sports nut but an NBA camera woman whose work takes her all
over the country. In other words, she’s a walking male fantasy—or at least, she would be if she weren’t so busy
keeping the guys at bay. The fact is, with Brynn’s con-man father fresh out of jail and back in her life, dating is just too
risky. Haunted by memories of her past, she couldn’t ask any man to gamble with his life for love—even one as
addictive as Ford Meyers. Ford can’t believe his luck when he walks into a bar in Chicago’s Wicker Park and gets an
eyeful of Brynn, the one that got away. After the gorgeous redhead blew him oﬀ in college, Ford got on with his life
and made his fortune as a bestselling game designer, but he’s never found a woman who compared to Brynn. No
stranger to success, Ford is used to getting what he wants—and after a scorching stolen kiss, what he wants is a
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second shot with his ﬁrst love. To get it, he just has to convince her that he’s man enough to take on the past she can’t
leave behind. Praise for Now and Then “Sexy and fun with a little heartbreak thrown in for good measure, Now and
Then sucked me right in and didn’t let me go until the last page. Ford and Brynn are the kind of couple you cheer
for.”—New York Times bestselling author Lexi Ryan “In this heartwarming story from Mira Lyn Kelly, two hearts dare to
trust again and ﬁnd love is all the sweeter the second time around.”—USA Today bestselling author Alexis Morgan
“Brynn and Ford’s sizzling second-chance romance heats up the pages and tugs at your heart. Mira Lyn Kelly delivers
another amazing read!”—Tracy March, award-winning author of Should’ve Said No “This sexy second-chance romance
is loaded with heat, heart, and tension. Now and Then is the total package, and it made me into a big Mira Lynn Kelly
fan within the ﬁrst few pages.”—Brenda Rothert, author of Blown Away “Mira Lyn has a talent of keeping me engaged.
It’s like she projects what’s in my brain and gives it to me in writing. Yes, I’m a huge fan and I will fangirl all I
want.”—Nerd & Lace Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title. The Wedding Deal Entangled: Amara Former
quarterback Lance Quaid just inherited the most losing team in the NFL. He’s got only a few weeks until draft day to
turn things around, and after ﬁring more than half his staﬀ, he can’t do it alone. Thankfully, his HR manager is more
than capable, if only she’d stop focusing on “due diligence” and stop looking so sexy while she’s yelling at him.
Charlotte James has made a life out of following the rules. But nothing could have prepared her for Lance Quaid—he’s a
human resources nightmare. The man is brash, has no ﬁlter, and, as her new boss, is constantly relying on her to cover
his ass. Which is admittedly quite nice. When Lance begs her to join him on a trip down the coast for his brother’s
wedding so they can ﬁnalize details—on a strictly business basis—she agrees...after they ﬁll out the necessary forms,
of course. Away from the oﬃce, though, sparks start ﬂying as the team starts coming together. But both of them know
anything more than the weekend would be a colossally bad idea—after all, the extra paperwork would be a nightmare.
Each book in the Heart in the Game series is STANDALONE: * The Wedding Deal * The Mistletoe Trap Until We're More
Entangled: Embrace Chelsea is smart, funny, gorgeous, and the best friend I’ve ever had. Ever since she left, I’ve been
a wreck. I’ve been focused on keeping my family’s MMA gym aﬂoat while I train and coach ﬁghters, anything to not
miss her more. But now she's ﬁnally back, along with her grumpy, possessive cat, and things are weird between us. By
weird, I mean I can’t stop thinking about her in that way. She’s in the room next door, and it takes all my control not to
storm in there, sweep her up, and bring her back to my bed. Even stranger, I’m pretty sure she’d be into it. And this
time, I’m not going to stop ﬁghting until we’re more. Each book in the Fighting for Her series is STANDALONE: * Until
You're Mine * Until We're More A Cowboy Never Quits A Turn Around Ranch novel Sourcebooks, Inc. These hardworking
cowboys give everyone a second chance... When single mom Jessica Cook is at the end of her rope, she takes her 16-
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year-old daughter to Turn Around Ranch. The ranch has a great reputation for teen therapy, and Jessica prays there's
room there for her and Chloe. Wade Dawson's ﬁrst priority is to keep the ranch aﬂoat to help teens and their families.
But he can't seem to keep his boundaries when it comes to Jessica—she's talked her way into a job on the ranch so she
can stay near her daughter and her tenacity and courage are truly impressive. Not to mention she's a natural beauty
and sparks ﬂy whenever he's in her vicinity. But as one crisis after another befalls the ranch, Wade is going to have to
decide whether he can aﬀord to let a woman get under his skin... Accidental Groom A Sizzling, Sexy Contemporary
Romance Novel Bookouture 'Out-of-this-world amazing... Let me tell you, this author has the skill set of a ﬂippin' pro...
It is everything and beyond...Spectacular.' Reviews from the Heart, 5 stars My head is pounding. Yawning, I rub my
hands over my face, and I'm surprised by the shiny gold band on my left ring ﬁnger. What the... I'm Mac. But you
already know that, right? You probably even recognize the sound of my voice... Because I'm the radio host that wakes
most of Sacramento up every morning. The sultry voice that blares out of your speakers when you're sipping your ﬁrst
coﬀee of the day, or driving to work, stuck in traﬃc. I'm the DJ that most of the women in Sacramento lust after.
Everyone knows me, knows my reputation: ladies' man, bad boy, eternally single commitment-phobe. I have my own
reasons for needing to stay single, my own demons to battle with. Scars that don't show, but that stop me from
getting close to anyone. Except, after one hell of a drunken accident, I've woken up married. To a gorgeous green-eyed
girl, Kelley, I only met yesterday in a coﬀee shop. A killer hangover later, it turns out that this playboy is oﬀ the
market. But there are three problems: 1) I'm married to a girl I met less than twenty-four hours ago. 2) No woman has
ever been able to change my ways - who says that Kelley's going to be any diﬀerent? 3) Kelley must be the one lady in
this city who doesn't know who I am - and that means she doesn't know about my past, about the issues that haunt
me. So I might be taken, but the question is... for how long? This is a full-length, standalone romance with some hotunder-the-collar action, no cheating and a guaranteed HEA. For fans of R.S. Grey, Whitney G. and Vi Keeland,
Accidental Groom features a sexy AF alpha and a steamy will-they-wont-they love story that will have you completely
hooked. Readers absolutely love Dana Mason: 'WOW!!!... What an AMAZING read!!... Gorgeous & sizzling hot hot
hot!!!! Exceptional read!!... I needed more...much more!!!! I didn't want to put this book down.' Crazies R Us Book
Blog, 5 stars 'I was blown away. This book kept me turning the pages and wanting more and more. I kept saying to
myself just one more chapter. OK? Just one more page!! I had to ﬁnish this. There wasn't an option of stopping and
waiting until the next day to read it. My head was hurting, my eyes were dried out, but I pressed on!!! LOL... A must
read!!' The Love of a Good Book, 5 stars 'Oh my goodness. It was so so good!... *swoon*... *big happy smile face*... A
beautiful love story.' Smittens Book Blog, 5 stars Always a Bridesmaid Entangled: Amara Violet Abrams may have been
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a bridesmaid no less than seven times, but her wedding day was near—she could feel it. Until her longtime boyfriend
left her for someone else. That’s just ﬁne—she has her photography and a new project redesigning her sister’s bakery
to keep her happy and fulﬁlled. Fast-forward to the day of his wedding, though, when Violet might have accidentally,
totally not on purpose, started a ﬁre. And... Oﬃcially the worst day ever. Fireﬁghter Ford Maguire thought he’d seen it
all. Until he’s called out because someone tried to set the local bakery on ﬁre...with a wedding magazine? The little
arsonist might be the cutest woman he’s ever seen, but he’s too career-focused to consider something serious. Still,
Violet seems like a great person to help him navigate his upcoming “man of honor” duties in his best friend’s wedding.
Pretty soon, not only is Violet giving him lessons on all things weddings, she’s helping him train his latest rescue-dog
recruit puppies and weaving her way seamlessly into his lone-wolf lifestyle. But forever is the last thing on Ford’s
mind, and if there’s one thing a perpetual bridesmaid knows, it’s the importance of a happily ever after. Each book in
the Getting Hitched series is STANDALONE: * Just One of the Groomsmen * Always a Bridesmaid Love's a Glitch A MeetCute Novel You've Got Mail meets What's Your Number when a phone update from hell results in a dating do-over, a
wrong number that might just be the right one, and a battle between a web designer and her client, who don't realize
they've been falling for one another--via text. As a web designer, performing updates so I can enhance my texts with
cute new emojis is a must. Only artiﬁcial intelligence went all Terminator on me, resending every message from the
past year. So glad I got to relive my tumultuous online dating experiences, including drunk texting an ex who ghosted
me. Among the disgruntled are a handful of nice replies, leaving me unsure if the tech gods are smiting or smiling
down on me. Especially when a dude with a new number replies--Luke's witty, makes me LOL, and gives great advice
regarding my client who keeps sending snarky emails. As I begin re-dating guys from my past, Luke demands updates.
With him quickly hacking his way into my heart, I'm afraid I'm falling for the wrong guy. But when true identities are
revealed, it becomes that much harder to convince the adrenaline junkie that love is the greatest adventure of all.
Getting Lucky Number Seven Entangled: Embrace Lyla Wilder is done being the shy, chemistry nerd extraordinaire.
While every other college student is out having fun, Lyla is studying. With her cat. Well, she's played it "safe" quite
enough, thank you. So she creates a "College Bucket List" with item #7 being a night of uninhibited, mind-blowing
sex... Now she just needs some help from her best friend. Hockey player Beck Davenport thought Lyla's transformation
would be subtle. Man, was he wrong. With every item she ticks oﬀ, Beck ﬁnds himself growing seriously hot for his
sweet, brainiac best friend. And if he's not careful, he'll end up risking their friendship in order to convince Lyla that he
might just be her lucky #7... Each book in the Taking Shots series is STANDALONE: * Getting Lucky Number Seven *
Anatomy of a Player * Crazy Pucking Love * Confessions of a Former Puck Bunny Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes
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Unforgettable Experiments that Make Science Fun Greenleaf Book Group A collection of easy and entertaining home
science experiments from the creator of the popular "Mentos soda geyser" viral video. Crazy On You Harper Collins
Return to Lovett, Texas, the setting of Daisy's Back in Town, in this smart and sexy new story from Rachel Gibson, the
New York Times bestselling author of Rescue Me and the Seattle Chinooks books. Lily Darlington's been called crazy in
her day—and, yeah, driving her car into her ex-husband's living room probably wasn't the smartest move ever
made—but the louse deserved it. Now Lily is happily single, and she's turned it all around. She knows she's a good
mom, a homeowner, and a businesswoman, all wrapped up in one good-looking package. A package that police oﬃcer
Tucker Matthews is dying to unwrap. This ex-military man sure doesn't need another woman in his life. His last
girlfriend left him with nothing but memories and a cat named Pinky! But living next door to Lily has been driving him
nuts. He dreams about her long blonde hair and even longer legs. And maybe it's time to go a little crazy . . . and fall in
love. Accidentally in Love HarperCollins UK ‘Wow! I adore this book and Belinda Missen is an author I will be reading
more from . . . Love, love, love!’ Reader review ‘Will make you feel quite warm and fuzzy on a cold winter’s night’! The
Daily Record Perfect for fans of Mhairi McFarlane, Laura Jane Williams and Josie Silver. All the Broken Pieces Entangled:
Teen "All the Broken Pieces kept me guessing and frantically ﬂipping the pages. It's a unique story with layered
characters I couldn't help but fall in love with." -Nyrae Dawn, author of Charade What if your life wasn't your own? Liv
comes out of a coma with no memory of her past and two distinct, warring voices inside her head. Nothing, not even
her reﬂection, seems familiar. As she stumbles through her junior year, her two minds get louder, insisting she please
the popular group while simultaneously despising them. But when Liv starts hanging around with Spencer, whose own
mysterious past also has him on the fringe, life feels complete for the ﬁrst time in, well, as long as she can remember.
Liv knows the details of the car accident that put her in the coma, but as the voices invade her dreams, and her
dreams start feeling like memories, she and Spencer seek out answers. Yet the deeper they dig, the less things make
sense. Can Liv rebuild the pieces of her broken past, when it means questioning not just who she is, but what she is?
Act Like You Love Me (Entangled Bliss) Entangled: Bliss Act Like You Love Me by Cindi Madsen What would you do for a
second chance at your ﬁrst crush? Brynn McAdams isn’t the awkward geek she was in high school—she’s grown up and
conﬁdent, or at least she tries to be. But when her old crush, the impossibly handsome and impossibly unattainable
Sawyer Raines, comes back to town to direct her community play, Brynn ﬁnds herself determined to be the glamorous
girl she knows he’d want, not the shy girl he doesn’t even recognize. Good thing she’s an excellent actress. After his
bad breakup in NYC, the last thing Sawyer wants is to get involved with another actress. But the poised and beautiful
Brynn draws him in, even though as her director, he knows she’s oﬀ-limits. The few glimpses he gets of the goofy,
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carefree Brynn just makes her feel…familiar. Like home. As Brynn’s lies start to snowball, she struggles to stop acting
and come clean. But what if Sawyer is already falling for the fake Brynn, not the Brynn she truly is? West End Earl
Forever From the series guaranteed to "win the hearts of Regency fans” comes a story of secret identities, unlikely
love, and forbidden romances that will warm even the coldest of hearts (Publishers Weekly). While most young ladies
attend balls and hunt for husbands, Ophelia Hardwick has spent the last ten years in disguise. As the land steward for
the Earl of Carlyle, she’s found safety from the uncle determined to kill her and freedoms a lady could only dream of.
Ophelia’s situation would be perfect—if only she wasn’t hopelessly attracted to her employer. Calvin, Earl of Carlyle, is
determined to see his sister married this season. And he’ll do it with the help of his trusted right-hand man. But when
he ﬁnds out Ophelia's secret, and that her life is in danger, his priorities change. Their attraction is passionate, allconsuming, and if they aren’t careful, it could turn downright deadly—for both of them. Catastrophe Queen
Independently Published One hot mess. One hot boss. One too many hot encounters...It's not you. It's me.No,
seriously. It is me. Not only does my name literally mean "unfortunate," but that's the story of my life. Everything I
touch turns to crap. An apartment ﬁre--that I swear I was not responsible for--means I'm living back at home with my
sex-mad parents. Yay, me!Which is why I need my new job as personal assistant to Cameron Reid to get back on my
feet. Three months in this job and I can move back out and, hopefully, remember to turn oﬀ my ﬂat iron once in a
while. Ahem. On paper, my job is easy. Make coﬀee. Book appointments. Keep everything in order.Until I walk in on my
boss, half-naked, wearing nothing but the kind of tiny white towel that dreams are made of.Now, nothing is easy-except our mutual attraction. But he's my boss, and you know what they say about mixing work and pleasure: unless
you do p*rn, it's just not worth it.Or is it? Confessions of a Former Puck Bunny Entangled: Embrace Confession #1: I
used to be a puck bunny, but after a hockey player broke my heart, I gave up all things hockey. Now I'm just focused
on ﬁnding a way to pass my math class so I can graduate college. Confession #2: Ryder "Ox" Maddox's deep, sexy
voice sends fuzzy tingles through my entire body, and I'm powerless to stop it. Which is a big problem since the hot,
surprisingly funny hockey player is my new math tutor. Confession #3: I can't stop thinking about how ripped Ryder is
from all his hockey training, and how fun it'd be to cross lines with him. Confession #4: I kissed a hockey player and I
liked it. Confession #5: If I'm not careful, I might relapse and fall for Ryder, and then I'll be totally pucked. Each book in
the Taking Shots series is STANDALONE: * Getting Lucky Number Seven * Anatomy of a Player * Crazy Pucking Love *
Confessions of a Former Puck Bunny SOS Help for Parents A Practical Guide for Handling Common Everyday Behavior
Problems This second edition of "SOS" provides parents with guidance for handling a variety of common behavior
problems based on the behavior approach to child rearing and discipline. This approach suggests that good and bad
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behavior are both learned and can be changed, and proposes speciﬁc methods, skills, procedures, and strategies for
parents to use in getting improved behavior from their children. The guide is divided into four sections. Section 1
presents some fundamentals of child behavior and eﬀective discipline. Some of the causes of children's misbehavior
are examined as well as ways of increasing good behavior and eliminating bad ones. Section 2 provides advice for
implementing the "time-out" method. Section 3 gives suggestions on how to: (1) manage bad behavior away from
home; (2) use points, tokens, and contracts; (3) use time-out on two children at the same time; (4) use time-out on a
toy instead of the child; (5) handle aggressive and dangerous behavior; and (6) help children express feelings. Section
4 suggests some additional resources for helping children. Each chapter includes a review of the most important ideas
and instructions presented. The book's two appendices include an index of problem behaviors, quizzes and answers for
parents, more resources for professionals, and tear-out sheets for parents and teachers. Approximately 60 references
are included. A videotape, not available from ERIC, demonstrates the child-rearing rules, and errors to avoid, as well as
other child management methods. A printed "Video Leader's Guide" for the training leaders provides objectives,
suggested outlines for workshops, and guidelines for discussing the behavior vignettes in the video. Workshop
evaluation forms and handouts are appended. A parent audio cassette on how to use "time out" eﬀectively is also part
of this multimedia package. (HTH) Haunting Experiences Ghosts in Contemporary Folklore University Press of Colorado
Ghosts and other supernatural phenomena are widely represented throughout modern culture. They can be found in
any number of entertainment, commercial, and other contexts, but popular media or commodiﬁed representations of
ghosts can be quite diﬀerent from the beliefs people hold about them, based on tradition or direct experience.
Personal belief and cultural tradition on the one hand, and popular and commercial representation on the other,
nevertheless continually feed each other. They frequently share space in how people think about the supernatural. In
Haunting Experiences, three well-known folklorists seek to broaden the discussion of ghost lore by examining it from a
variety of angles in various modern contexts. Diane E. Goldstein, Sylvia Ann Grider, and Jeannie Banks Thomas take
ghosts seriously, as they draw on contemporary scholarship that emphasizes both the basis of belief in experience
(rather than mere fantasy) and the usefulness of ghost stories. They look closely at the narrative role of such lore in
matters such as socialization and gender. And they unravel the complex mix of mass media, commodiﬁcation, and
popular culture that today puts old spirits into new contexts Highland Deception Entangled: Select Historical National
Readers Choice Winner and Holt Medallion Historical Winner Scotland, 1642. He has sworn he will never marry. Lachlan
Cameron is honor bound to see a wounded lass to safety, although he has well learned women are deceivers, and this
lovely maid harbors a wealth of secrets. But Maggie's free spirit and charms enthrall him while he works to discover if
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she is innocent...or a spy scheming with his enemies to destroy his clan. She has sworn she will never fall in love.
Maggie Murray ﬂed her home to avoid a political marriage to an abusive man. Salvation comes when the Cameron
laird, unaware of her identity, protects her as she escapes. His kindness slowly warms her, and she’s tempted to
confess her real name. But his strong sense of honor would force him to return her to her father...and torment at the
hands of her scorned betrothed. Each book in the Highland Pride series is STANDALONE: * Highland Deception *
Highland Redemption * Highland Temptation * Highland Salvation * Highland Obligation Mistletoe and Mr. Right
Sourcebooks, Inc. "Fresh, fun and romantic."—SARAH MORGAN, USA Today bestselling author of A Wedding in
December How the moose (almost) stole Christmas. Lana Montgomery is everything the quirky small town of Moose
Springs, Alaska can't stand: a rich socialite with dreams of changing things for the better. But Lana's determined to
prove that she belongs...even if it means trading her stilettos for snow boots and tracking one of the town's hairiest
Christmas mysteries: the Santa Moose, an antlered Grinch hell-bent on destroying every bit of holiday cheer (and
tinsel) it can sink its teeth into. And really...how hard could it be? The last few years have been tough on Rick Harding,
and it's not getting any easier now that his dream girl's back in town. When Lana accidentally tranquilizes him instead
of the Santa Moose, it's clear she needs help, fast...and this could be his chance to ﬁnally catch her eye. It's an all-out
Christmas war, but if they can nab that darn moose before it destroys the town, Rick and Lana might ﬁnally ﬁnd a
place where they both belong...together. Readers are falling in love with The Tourist Attraction: "Utterly charming—a
delightful debut."—LAUREN LAYNE, New York Times bestselling author of the Central Park Pact series "An enchanting
romcom debut! I loved it." —TERI WILSON, award-winning author of The Accidental Beauty Queen "After reading Sarah
Morgenthaler's darling debut, I wanted to hop a plane to Alaska and ﬁnd my own grumpy cinnamon roll
hero!"—MELONIE JOHNSON, award-winning author of Smitten by the Brit "Prediction: Readers will stampede to Alaska
looking for The Tourist Trap and their own Graham after they read the ﬁrst chapter of The Tourist Attraction. Sarah
Morgenthaler's Alaska is so vivid and amusing that it really should be a real place in the world!"—SARINA BOWEN, USA
Today bestselling author of the True North series Accidentally Married on Purpose A Love and Games Novel Entangled:
Bliss Sherry Robicheaux loves men. She loves love. And she loves an adventure. So when she meets a mysterious man
while working backstage at a country music concert in Vegas, she’s all about what’s happened in Vegas staying there.
Country music superstar Tyler Blue just wants a weekend of anonymity...though there’s something about the spunky
waitress with the streaks of purple hair that tempts him like no other. Until the next morning, when they both wake up
with fuzzy memories...and rings on their ﬁngers. Convincing Sherry to maintain the ruse for his public image isn’t the
hardest part––it’s reminding himself that their time spent playing husband and wife in her small town of Magnolia
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Springs can’t last. Tyler’s ﬁrst love will always be music––and the road is no place for a sweet, down-home girl... Each
book in the Love & Games series is STANDALONE: *Taste the Heat *Seven Day Fiancé *Accidentally Married on Purpose
The Insiders St. Martin's Griﬃn The Insiders is the ﬁrst in a brand new, page-turning romance trilogy from New York
Times bestseller, Tijan! Bailey is as normal as could be, with a genius IQ and a photographic memory. But still, normal
for her. Then, things happen—a guy breaks into her house in the middle of the night to take her hostage. She ﬁnds out
her father is actually billionaire tech genius Peter Francis, the same guy she’s idolized all her life. She learns all this
when she meets dark, mysterious, and electrifying Kashton Colello. He’s an associate of her father’s, and he gives
Bailey two choices—go with him and meet her father or survive on her own because those kidnappers are going to try
again. It’s a no-brainer. After this, three things become clear for Bailey: 1. She’s living at her father’s sprawling estate,
complete with bodyguards and the best security that money can buy. 2. She’s no longer an only child. She has three
siblings and has no idea what to do with them and vice versa. 3. She is being guarded by Kash himself. Personally
guarded. And there is a lot of guarding going on there and some of it is going to drive her crazy. A complete outsider in
a world of wealth and decadence, Bailey has to ﬁnd her way within a family that has more secrets than she could have
imagined. One of these secrets could be deadly... Pollyanna of the Orange Blossoms Pollyanna becomes the bride of
Jimmy, the lonely orphan she befriended when she ﬁrst went to live with Aunt Polly. Sailing at Sunset A feel-good
romance from Hallmark Publishing Simon and Schuster She can handle anything in her job. Even a week on a boat with
a handsome but annoying sailor. Josh tells himself he’s the luckiest guy in the world. Living on his sailboat and taking
tourists on occasional chartered trips, he’s not tied down to routines and responsibilities. He even named his sailboat
Solitude, because that’s what he enjoys much of the time. Danae works at a boat company, and she just got
promoted—sort of. To keep her dream job, she must get her opinionated coworkers to all agree on a marketing plan.
Her boss directs her to set up a week-long sailing tour with them as a work trip and a bonding experience. At ﬁrst,
Danae isn’t completely on board with Josh’s laid-back approach to the excursion. But during visits to quaint New
England towns and seafaring adventures, she and Josh start to see one another’s true colors…and Josh begins to
question his solitary life. This feel-good romance includes a free Hallmark original recipe for Crunchy Salmon Cakes.
Luck of the Draw St. Martin's Press Summoned to Xanth as part of a Demon wager, Bryce is transported out of his aged
body and granted youth and magic in exchange for his agreement to woo and marry a reluctant Princess Harmony. The
Bad Boy's Baby Entangled: Bliss There are certain words that have always described Cam Brantley: Town bad boy.
Soldier. Protector. But never, ever dad. Until he returns home from his latest military tour to discover the girl he had
one smoking-hot night with is now mom to the adorable two-year-old Zoey. Who has his eyes. Plenty of words could
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describe Emma Walker these days. Mom, dutiful granddaughter, budding designer, the town's golden child. But when
her longtime crush Cam Brantley comes back to town—and starts working on the very same property she's in charge
of—she knows the perfect word to describe herself: screwed. Cam's doing his best to learn all that daddy duty entails,
but with every family outing, each day on the job together, and all the stolen kisses, he falls harder for Emma. He's
determined to get over his past and be the man both girls need...now if only he can get Emma to believe it, too. Each
book in the Hope Springs series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book
#1 Second Chance Ranch Book #2 Crazy for the Competition Book #3 The Bad Boy's Baby Minimalist Baker's Everyday
Cooking 101 Entirely Plant-based, Mostly Gluten-Free, Easy and Delicious Recipes Penguin The highly anticipated
cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all
require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist
Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in
this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly
gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this practical but inspiring cookbook includes: •
Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. •
Delicious options for hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a
snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes with standard and
metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for
anyone who loves delicious food that happens to be healthy too.
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